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"Abstract" 
Elizabeth Smart ' s writir~--her theory arA practice of art--
present patterns cf change ::s.n.d cor.stancy. Art, initially 
constituted in an entwined and supportive inter-relation 
of n.atu.re, love/passion, God, ir.spiration :and will, is in 
its maturity generated from within a dissolution of the 
s1.1pporti ve context . Art .finds its power of expression. in. 
opposition to nature and in the absence of God . ~v Grand 
Centnl Station I Sat Down. and Wep_t presents art in its 
tnv: crea ti Yi t y : creating ur.i t y from a central 'risionary 
:perspective. From this point onwards a1·t falls aw.ay from 
its metamorphic principle of transformation, in an enforced 
exile, and in the later works becomes an expression. of the 
radical separation of nat~rre (and love/passion) from the 
visionary perception. Art without a S'l.'\pportiYe environment is 
actualized in a self-referential creation, a "magic marriage 
of words," that is still, hoWt?ver, a transformatic•n ( of tnged.y 
into comedy) and an expression of a potentially redempti\•e 
God-like wrath and will. 
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Introduction 
When ~Y. Grand Central Station I Sat Down and \'lep..!:_ was republisb.eoi in 
paperback (in England) in 1966 1 Brigid Brophy's introduction presented an 
interpretation of Elizabeth Smart which established the main lines for all 
subsequent approaches to this author . A framework was created consisting of 
dichotomized concerns : on the one hand 1 questions of genre 1 metaphor 1 
structure and allusion were raised and avenues of consideratiorL outlined; on 
the other hand 1 attention was directed to the biographical background and 
presumed motivation for the work. This manifested dualism in critical 
response has echoed throughout the last twenty years 1 .fuelling at tin,es 
blatant polarization among critics. Brophy wrote that the text "is one of the 
most shelled 1 skinned 1 nerve-exposed books ever written. It is a cry of 
complete vulnerability" (15) 1 and this observation has been repeated since : 
Mary Hope in a review article in the ~P,ectator (197S) 1 characterized the work 
as, "a pt·otracted howl of pain and ecstasy"; 1 arid Jill Neville in an 
appreciation after Smart's death (~uarius 1986) referred to ~y Grand Central 
as "the ancient cry of woman wailing for her demon lover 1 with something of 
the rawness of an alleyca t in heat" ( 146) . 2 The idea that the book is "after 
all a simple love-triangle written by a young girl with scorched hands" 
(Neville 146) is in marked opposition to Alice Van \'Tart's introductory comment 
to Necessary Secrets ( 1986): "Far too much has been writterL about the 
biographical implications . . . . Quite simply, it is the book she had been 
preparing for ten years to write .... [It] is about Smart ' s life-long love 
affair with hngu.age . " 
It seems clear that the chief obstacle to a clarification, exploration and 
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posribb rKOlution of this p4trsistent oritictl. d-.list~ is dinotly r~lated to 
tblt uailability for Mnyynrs of just this ringle- teoxt of S...rt's liteorary 
prod:aotion (1945 on~t printing, 2000 oopi~, tbQn 1966 [r~publioation) to 19?? 
and the appnraJ:~~Ce of Bonus, a SMll book of po4HaS). 'fhe corpus is not largll 
in teons of published works, but quiw copious where infor-.1 diaries aDd 
notebook writings are concernltd . It is only fr011 tbe period of the late 
seoYentieos that otber i~ hu~ surfaced, ud fr011 1985 ontrards Canadian 
publishers (DeDHu, fanks aDd Coach House) han been actiYely engaged in the 
pr.sentation of the infora&l journals, ~ted, ordered aDd 
excerpted-lecessau. Secrets, &utobiQgtaJ!hies ( 1987), aDd JUYeni.lia ( 1987) . 3 
~ lationa.l Library of Canada has itse-lf ~ inYolYeod, baring acquire-d the 
journals and other papers, and is currently organizing these iteas for public 
ref~re~. tfajor critica.l undertakings rill undoubW<lly be prHIIpted until 
ill the nid~Ill04t is ooll~ted aDd digKted . 
lhat seetas necessary at the lk*ent is a oritica.l eDdeuor wbich rill 
outline systetaatically ard eo~~prel»nsinly EJiozabeth S...rt 's theory and 
practice of art oYer tlw course of her entire production. fhis effort should 
~ goTerned by an inteorpretiYe iaperatiye to bring tlw perspectiTes of art and 
life, lon and langua.~ into an insightful nlation. ~rtain .foo~ing 
qwstions ~bould be .forMulated: Is ~ Grand ~ntral aoourateoly ohu-aoteori~ 
u an !!J!ression of ~in? lhat is tlw rob ol. art rith rKp4tet to lon? lhat 
of the problem of structure? tfi.chael Brian OliYer in an article in Essar.s on 
Canadian lritioo (19?8) has ~. in a Blakean interpretation o.f the 
text, that it is structured on a pattern o.f renlation (112), thus ope~ up 
the possibility of ne9 perspectiYes on the functioning of art (the readinq is 
so.ewhat Rakened by a failure to consider the actual use o.f ~~etapbor, 
allusion and repetition in his th€>matic and •;}ompositional considerations ; t~n 
too Oliver is inhibited in the end by the strict~~es of the love-triangl~ 
plot) . 4 Finally, what potential illwnination of stnmtu.ral ordering may 
derive from consideration of the element of dream, and of the conoept of dream 
logic? 
This is not to say that ground has not all-eady been cleared by existing 
ori ticism . Brophy ~rself has b~en su.ggesti ve ri th 1·espect to geru·e , 
enwnerating several potential models, including 1·hapsody, liturgy, and the 
"poetic-prose" of Jean Genet . The issu.e of "poetic prose" was broached, 
although not definitively articulated. Oliver has reso1·ted to the phrase 
"COI\1..,--entra ted pn:ose" ( 1 08) to distinguish prose which is poetry , not just like 
poetry ("poetic prose") _ The thornier problem of novel rill p1·obably r~main 
at issue until some ord~rir~ principle for ~y &rar~ Central, other than plot , 
has been identified. Certain qualities of this irdtial work have been noted : 
the style, with the "interchanging of the ac tual and metapho1·ic throughout" 
(George Barker in Autobio9nq~hies ?5); t he s porLtaru?ity and drama •;Jenented 
through periodic use of the present tense; t he confess i onal >1nd subjective, 
controlling vis ion ar~ tone; and the rhetorical and heard s o1md of the mute 
written words . These are all points which have Sl.Jrfaced and been given a 
preliminary recognition . Reflection on and co-ordination of thes e 
observations rill help t o flesh out the nature of artistic experience in £Y.. 
Grand Central and in so doing to pro,ride a measure by which to evaluate 
Smart 's other works and tho~1.ghts about art . 
This papo<>r rill, then, ad•i t o the existinq structure of Smart criticism by 
approaching the author ' s corpus of publis hed writings c hronol ogically and 
systematically , attempti ng b ) outline t he fundamental f eatu1·es of her art in 
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eaoh of t:h& iDdividual works. In ~ doing it will reveal and expand 'llpon a 
besio five-fol.d aesthetic .foundation, ani it rill also demonstrate a 
chronological development in her theory and practice of art in these writings . 
To do so, it rill focus in particUlar on three non-discursive works, ·nig a 
Grave and lAt. Us Bury our tfotbQr·5 (1939) 1 By Grand Central Station I Sat Down. 
and 'R'ept., and The Assumption of the ~s and :Rascals ( 19?9) . 'l'he gu:i.diDq 
principle throughout the investigations o£ all materials has been the 
imperative to bring the artistic eleMent into relation with the personal and 
with life. 
I 
'l'he Configuration of Terms 
Throughout her life, Smart thought aDd wrote about her art consistently 
within a fraMework provided by a small group of terMs : nature 1 love/passion, 
God, inspiration and the will . Her major publications, diaries and poetry 
present inter-related theMes and stractures that are gro'llnded in these teriiiS. 
'l'he various definitions o£ art expressed both in the poetry and diaries are 
grounded in a particular relation amo:ng these elements o£ reference . The 
differing configuration o£ the terms as docUMented over the a'llthor's lifetime 
are indicative of c~ of ddinition1 of ert~pha.sis and of aligzvaent. It is 
not the addition o£ new considerations and themes that constitutes Smart's 
evolution as writer 1 but the changing interaction and conflict among the 
essentially 'llnfoldinq COMponents of her vision that impart the unique and 
identifying characteristics of the stages in her writing. 6 
Of the tens mentioned nature 1 love/passion and God have perhaps been n)Ost 
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readily and frequently recognized by readers and critics of Smart's writings, 
while inspiration and the will have on the other hand received far less 
attention. And yet inspiration, (or the idea of the muse as it is more 
specifically named in the later writings), and the will are as integral to 
Smart· s conception of art as the others , and all are together involved in the 
problematics of conflict and changing relation as her art evolves . 
Broadly 01.1tlined , the shifting pattern of relations among these terms, as 
presented from the earliest notebooks tA) the latest diary entries, is 
dominated by a movement of the idea of art from a harmoniot~ (even if always 
paradoxical) connection with nat,xre and love/passion t o a position of 
opposition to and independence from nature and love/passion. Art comes to he 
defined as an activity divorced from the motivation and model presented by 
human love/passion seen as assimilated to nature . Thus, while in the first 
notebook entries , and in the earliest artistic experiments, life and love 
(viewed as a positive alliance of the human and nature) are conside1·ed 
anterior to art, "love is large and permeating ard accepting, like r~ture. It 
is not a calculated, civilized thing. It is not an art , but religion" 
(Secrets ?8) ; ard their union through a spiritual process of melting and 
merging is only revealed, abstracted, heightened by art : 
Art is only the realizatiort, capture, and condensation of 
the moment, in any time , any place : a woman's head like a 
bird , bent , a oneness w:i th a stone . . . . An.y moment out of 
a million that has pierced your heart in this little life . 
(meantime 73) 
In the later writings the exalted prior position of nature and love/passion in 
the artistic process is quite reversed, and nature and love/passion, while 
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still iaaged in a relation of union, have been red"UCed to being seen as tools 
for h.UIII$.n pro~gQ.tion. As such. they are incrKSingly, emphatically rG~MOVed 
fr0111 association with art, aDd with God: 
JJatwe Makes MOther love, parental solicitude, for the 
going on of the species. Perhaps passion comes 'IU'lder 
this heading, too. God is not inTol ved in this, a.nyfi\Ore 
than he is in who sleeps ri th. who or hoY. Is this not 
clear? (~~~eantiii\Q 132) 
Clearly, by the time of the writing of "In the tfeantime : Diary of a Blockagen 
(19S2) 7 purpose is created for life through art and God, "Would I, could I , 
budge without a purpose? Without art or god" (meantime 155); and art is even 
iMaged as the liberator of life and passion: 
If only, every day, day after day, a little scribbling 
could take place , the obscure design the larger purpose 
wuld emerge and the whorey horse dash off over the 
landscape . (Meantime 13?) 
I can't let you out, P, until I have a place where 
you may safely graze . Then you shall he my own true 
free-ranging Passion of the later years . Build your 
yard, then 11\&.ke your frame . Passion wants out. . . . ( meantime 156) 
'l'wo poems published, in 19b"'2 , as part of a collection called "Eleven Poems, ·8 
reiterate this position, this time from the perpsective of the muse: the muse 
does not approve of any interference from the womb, or fr0111 h.wnan love . The 
creative impuls e is gei'II?rated only when the 'R'Omb rests, when the long 
"[parenthetical]" (meantime 144) involvement with the body is finished : 
CUl ~n do? 
Can~n~e? 
When the womb rests 
Aninrus awake? 
Eschew 1 true woma.n 1 
Any late profligacy 
Squa.ndered on the loving of people 
And other irrelevancy 1 
Useful in the dark 
Illarticulacy 1 
But drop it like poison 1\DW 
If you want poetry. (meantime 2?) 
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'l'he muse is an essential put of the IIIUing of art 1 an interjection into 
the h'lllll\U\ of an "inspiration descending lilce lightning from H9Qven" (meantime 
144) and in distinct opposition to the womb. '!'his later characteristic 
dependence of Smart on the identification of the muse of poetry with a holy 
inspiration deriving from God, is an expression of the same antagonism 
between art and life that becomes progressively evident in Smart's writings . 
'!'he divergence of art from life (love and nature) is most emphatically 
stated 1 however 1 through the evolving conception of the trill in the n\aturing 
Smart . While her writings are persistently dominated and sustained by a 
comllli.tment to the will 1 the earlier idea of will projects, almost exclusively, 
a purely animal force (it is the will that creates the drarnatic and 
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poised-.tor-aotion C{'JAlit:r o.f her Mtapborio bngu&C]It Uld pb~ nphas.is. on 
the powr o.f the nrb in hUMD. a.f.trirs) in oontnclistirotion to the hter 
iligt~Mnt o.t the rill with the idH o.t the wrath o.f God, with bol:r l'Mrgy, 
with the .for~ o.t judg.ent . 
S'OCh, tl»n, i~ a s~r:r overri.w o.t the IIOVet~ent o.f SMrt 's ut and her 
thought about art oonceind thro'Ogh a conoern with the- .function o.t nature, 
love /passion 1 God , i.Dspiration and tlle rill. !here is a discernible pattern 
o.t change in the- rebtion o.f t~ Ksentiu -anfolding elewnts that CU\ ~ 
succinctl:r described as a progressive diver~nce and separation o.t luquage 1 
a.M thus art 1 .fro. the intiMc:r o.t a bonding with nahn a:nd hl~Kn passion, to 
the extent that writing COMS to participa~ to a de-gree in a nonsense reQlM 
or a rHl• without •xterniU. r•.f•r•noe : 
Dido cried 1 like a ldllion others. 
But it isn't beor teQrs 
!hat SHr the :reus, 
Or pit:r .for girls with .arri.d lovers 
'fhat light up tlle cr:rinq I 
With tl» .tla~h that's poetr:r : 
It's the passion oM word has .for anotller . ( MQntiM 36) 
'fl» patterns o.f change and reQligr.-ent that isolation o.f these ~ras o.f 
in~rpretation describes can lKt IIOSt rHdil:r seen in an exaMination o.f thrH 
o.f Surt' s works : the eQr l:r novella "Dig l Grave and !At Us Burr Our &ther 1 • 
the .eta phoric and allusive ~ Grand Central St. tion I Sat Down and lfep,i 1 and 
the .ore apboristio 'fhe AiiOSUIIP.tion o.f the ~ and P.a~ls (herH.tter 
re.ferred to as "Diq A Grave 1 " ~ Grand Central and ~ and Rascals). Each 
work presents an unique pattern o.f interaction a*>ng the oentrd terMS o.f 
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SM.rt's utistio journey that is nfl.eot9d in the straoture and language of 
each. Ea.ch work thus presents a different conception and expression of art. 
II 
•Dig a Grue· : HarMOny at the !hr~hold 
•Dig A. Grue· ns written in 19391 althow;Jh not p,U,lished until recently. 
fhe work generally has been called a novella 1 a young girl's description of 
Keape by ~ to ~rico 1 .fre~t the • .tier~ rill· ( 43) of a dotaineerinq MOther . 
fhe .foregro'Ol'lded action conoerns the invob~nt of the narrator 1 a. 1oung girl 
(BettyL with group of three artistic people (a. .ale painter and t.o fna.les 1 
o~ a. poetess) a • ..,ria92 a trois· (53L in fact. ne youthful narrator 
discla.iiiS the idea of her account beinq a DOvel : •this is DO novel. 10 
characters are portrayed. lo one develops as the pages accUMulate . I a• the 
only character . tie floundering in ay own IK)D!Otonous ~ 1 other people the 
points 1 onlf 1 by which I ~~easure •1 own growth• (73). But 1 paradoxically 1 the 
realistic support structure (e .g. setting, characters, and action) is auch 
aore in e'ridence here than it rill be in ~ Grand Central, and the .aeasuring 
points do have the autol'IOIIy of being 1 and distinotivenKs that iMparts: a 
substantiality of character which is altogether absent .fr011 ~ Grand Central. 
•Dig A Gran· is: tbQ culMinating expnssion of th9 increasingly insistent 
IDessage of the voice of Smart· s notebooks for 'On:i.on and har~teny in life : 9 
0 to leap 1 to leave the endless becoainq 1 to be sea 1 
be sky 1 be wind. (48) 
Be sea 1 be sand , be the sun· s ari.stress. Let the wind's 
hands and hair k yo-ur hands and hair. Inrid~ ud out . 
f.Hp DO ring].~ r~ b&ck. lJrg~t tblt rhythM to t~ir 
rhythM till the rhythMs bett in t'UM-a sustrinabl9 happy 
t~ I tho"WJh S0 rild.ly happy! (84) 
I took the Tocaiting body of h~ty to ay boSOM ..• . 
0 I a11 in the thick of it; I loTe loTe loTe this h.anity, 
•Y humanity, •Y people. (44) 
It would be beaTen to achieTe hanony rith eTery person and 
place .forced on one. And htnony would be the St. Peter· s 
key to ~t you into this ~nn. I.t you ctrried it •ho 
could threaten you rith exOOMunication? (56) 
~ dotainant iaages are of englobing, • enTeloping, • · expanding, • &11 
repetitions and reiterations o.f the initial bliss of the woab (49) : 
I say •lover, • but he has no .features, DO ~ to shatter 
•Y peace. : · then I . think of hi• o.f the great expanse of nnth 
•here his sho'lll.d~r is . I sank into that . I .ergQd, ~~elted, 
dissolYed. lW caH into M, but it n.s H falling any into 
hi•. I burroring d~per &lld d~per , WLtil I could be 
s-urrou!ded on all sides in that unborn state. • ftS becolainq 
•Y IIOU. (49) 
This one supre~~ely perfect state of hliMn coesaunication, loYe and 
und~rstuding has becoMe a. potential paradiga for all relations, 
sexual--feaal.e to ule and feule to .ft'Ml.e-and natural : 
!hi> 1t00n forces •Y aouth open, and •Y ~th, and enters 
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m~ ilS I lay ,;~Jrir.g in the brittle b9ig~ grass . LikGo i1 
baby forcing the womb open, its electric glob'? fo1·ces: my 
mouth op'?n. It is in me . (70) 
Ruth, Ruth. I will be your mother. And with the consolir~ 
kisses rec~?ive again my mother from your lips. Not to her 
womb again. B11t she into mine. I am hiding the thing that 
haunts me in my '110mb. But my womb is as large and as 
forgiving as the world . I walk complete and free 1 the •P.ver 
of life . (91) 
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The almost endless examples of wombing arui "erLwrapping" (65) emphasize the< 
thrust to harmonize , "to loop one' s life" somewhere 1 to something ( 66) , but 
indiscriminately . "To be sea 1 be sky" . . . ( 48) is the same as to be eterr.ally 
in the womb : to make love is to trar.sforrn the heterosexual be·~mi:ng to the 
constant of an undelivered '17c .. mb. 1iature, human passion, 8-;:ld , the will and 
inspiration are ha1·dly distinguishable, and seem to exist as elements of 
potential rapture, '?ntwined and supportive. What are to becom~ the chief 
components of Smart's coMeption of art are envisaged at a p•::.int of imminent 
hope 1 wherein each element takes its cue from the potential pa1·adigrn c•f 
reintegratiorL 1 and all are c•:.alesced at the threshold of re-creation. The 
concept of art that emerges, is expressive of this interwined communion of 
elements and art is made subservient to the thrust of passionate 
reunification. 
"Dig a t;rave" is an accolJilt of arrival at the "threshold of ser.sual love" 
(63): the imperatiYe at this p•:;.int is to be open t o "receive and 1·ecei'!e" 
(62) 1 to explon• the o?ndless possibilities of openness . The powe-r impa1·ted by 
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the surrender to s1J.Ch pll.ssion is the power exhibited in the process of r.atm·al 
blossoming, and the human and the natm·al il'n?l·ge in the narrator's invocations. 
This mergir.g process climaxes in the moon episode , quote•i above , in which the 
moon and the firmament enter the narrator's bo•iy and the narrator is made the 
moon's element. The acc'UJl\ulating images of the text are a constant 
reiteration of the identification of hwnan and natural mergings, and of the 
interperi.E'tra tion between the spheres . 
God is outside the narrator's universe in one sense, but is imaginatively 
near and permeating in another . God is removed, yet provides the watching 
eye, and God is the sanction for the narrator's strivir.g towards love and 
harmony : "Love, I am knocking at the door: for God's sake let me in (54)!" 
Sod also has the familiarity of an authority regularly communing with a 
devotee : "Yo,~ see 1 God 1 this was my true heart speaking" ( 83) . God is thus 
directly named by the narrator and identified as playing a role in the 
unfolding of the advent,rre of escape, art.d the thrust towards a new beginning. 
Indi1·eotly, too 1 his presence is felt through the use of words s1roh as 
"mystery" (51) to qualify the process of expanding into the worllier of life 1 
artd "reveh.ti•:m" (51) to describe t!I.E' fur10tion of language, spoken and 
written, in its relation to that great mystery of life. Finally_. the narrator 
envisages her coming to life as "the delicate u.pward surge, the tentative 
heavenward flowering of another human beiiii~" (60)--the marriage •:>f th>? human 
and of nature in the spirit of Go:>·i . 
Inspiration is not directly named as muse in this story, .but the na1·rator 
is oriented towards invocation as a :SUlllmoriS to power for the voice: 
Eyes! Glance! Tongue! Come t..o my rescue , say the 
ll.iliricatir.g word, the harmonio11s terminator or continuer , 
ov9rrulQ thi~ ~hyn9~~ ~tuok w~r9 t~ throQt·~ lump boom~ 
in the silence. (72) 
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The narrator's voic'.? seems dependent 1 in part, Oil this address to powers of 
impet,JS--primal sens,.J.al p.::,wers--outside the cont1·ol of conscio1lS self. This 
voice conveys a strong s1JStaining sense of the ard.mal q1.l.ality of human 
existence 1 of passion, q1rite congn1ent with the unified r.atural and spirit1.l.al 
context for the humonio1lS merging 1 both in life and art, that is imaged by 
the story's I. The narrative voice is constituted throughout the novella as a 
potential centre invokir!AJ the so1rrces of poweT pervasive in th£. u.rd. verse--a 
potential centre dedicated to a denial of self in the quest for a power of 
revelation. 
Inspiration is directly relevant to the CJjiiCept of rill in the r.alTator · s 
coriCerns. "Dig a G1·ave" places the will at the o•:mtn· of its c1·eative v~s~on : 
But whose will though voracio1lS for self-derd.al 1 can hasten 
the metamorphosis? ( 48) 
Darke1· darker th£. mystery closing down until the blind mind 
looks within, is joggled will-lessly ar~ floats in a pool 
of contemphtion, takes sh£.ltH from the night . Is afraid of 
revelation. These blind protective mists ue tenible . 
They confiscate every sense . They annul all antenr~&e . Sho1li.d 
I make a list, a resolution of rill power? (51) 
The r.an-ator here links will to ail idea of "self-denial" that is integral t•j 
the metamorphic process eagerly sol.JJ;:Jht, and establishes the will's 
assimilation to sens1.l.al perception. There is a distinct opposition dnwn .. 
mo1·eover 1 between mind and will : mir~ 1 bo?iiiAJ inhibitive tow.uds serLS,J.al 
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•tntenna~ 1 • per.foras only rill-1Ks1 pasrin 1 oontHplativ~ ~tions. And 
conteaplation •Is afraid of revelation.· fh& description of the rill in these 
sta~nts suggKt.s an aotive aDd d~vouri.nq powr aniaatinq the -.ovHent to 
bar.onious integration that is reiterated in the Min theMatic con.fl.icts of 
the st.ory-oontlicts that NooM bt.UlK of wills (the I and her 110ther and 
the I and Peter) . ! he will of the I is at this point force.full.y tending 
towards cooperation rith the uiversal sources of hanonr~ in the direction of 
continoous self-effacn~ent. 
Art 1 in this uni. nr~ of encircling 1 nnotions to provide the protective 
covering 1 tbe • dra perf . • !he ri rid 1 the terrifying 1 and the wonder are in 
life : 
!hat ns • r life out there~ .frril 1 flut~ring. 1lo wonder 
w insul.aw our~lves fr011 wonders . Po.try is like this 1 
it is life aorinq 1 U.rrible, ri rid. (51) 
W about •r rooca ~ like clothes, are hung •r iaaqes 1 they 
are locked in bureau draftrs; when I u alone I take thea 
out to stroke . I wove sooh aira~ . I dare not tell you 
ny . !hey are My drapery. (92) 
Lif~ is in the forQ<Jro~ 1 passiona~ and flOftring, and art aust be carefU 
not to subnrt • (the wild heart-l>H.t L (the truth that trnblK 1• (?1 ) . ~ 
narrator fears the intrusion of the analytical spirit that ~~~easures and 
dissects, and prays for art Rich is •a fora, the realization, capture 1 and 
condensation of the 1110111ent • (?3) in an iu~ unconnected to rational laW'S of 
succession: ·ean I not becocne an iaage gazing at an image, and not the 
distant analytical one, saying what next (63)?• !he narrator's expressed fear 
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for the inhibiting effects of u.Uyris rith res;peot t.o res;ponsiyemes;s for.s 
t~ cleuKt state.ent of the essential conflict underlying artistic 
exprKrion: 
Less and less I a• ablt> to speak I to wll, to know what is 
in •1 laind. It is the fear of breaking down the Multiple 
iaages.... I only nnt the coTering, the Merging. There 
is the fear of not being able to recrin if there is any 
too-definite thing in the Mind, or obsessin feelings 
causiDq static to reception. (62) 
!his stateunt focuses t~ thetaatic conflict of t~ story 1 the I's opposition 
to the .other and Pet.r 1 oharaot.rs crabbed, o~siYe and restricting 1 within 
the fraMWOrk of langua~ and art. Tl» iMperatin of the Yoioe is the iuge: 
the Hrginq and the coTe ring. Tl\Q ilaa~ is the guide out of the • wilderness" 
into the "tendeness" of integration (63) . 
"Dig a Sru~" is a yoUbJ fetatle's account of her urival at the 
"threshold" of life, and of sensual loTe. The narrator, onrwhelMed by the 
procrise of li.fe (this is nde particularly clear through tbe fascination with 
the Ruth character) places art in a subserrient position to li.fe . It is after 
ill life's: great •:rst.r:r out of 'IFhioh she MKns: to "father the quiok gold 
w.ning 1 " (51) and art becocaK an oblique langua~ 1 a "drapery" (92). The 
pot.noy of the endlessly open erist.nce oiro,.s;oribK the function of art to 
an expressi Te but protecti Te laDqUage . Passion is the IDOti n tor and is at the 
base of the artiStic perception: "But "hat colourinq power it has! See with 
those flowred eyes and lat.r again with no flowering" (72). There is too, an 
'lmdeniably fierce fear associated with SllCh passion 'IFhich necessitates the 
coTeriiig, as the ! uneasily declares, "Here •Y eyes becoiK> wild aniMals •ho 
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have ru;.ver se~n. human .beings 1 t.hey dan~ r.ot W\ltch. love appro>1chin.g" (63). 
For Smart, "Dig a Grave" marks the thresholds of both passion and art : 
she was soon to he cot\S"Ulll~d by her affair with G.?ot·ge Bat·ker, arui to produce 
her chief work, ~y Grand Central Station I Sat Down and Wep_i. A cm·sory 
comparison of the apprentice novella, "Dig a Grave" with ~Y. Grarui Central, 
makes it clear that with the earlier work , the ideas arui practice of art are 
still formulating . "Dig a Grave" suggests the desirable adoption of a 
language which is oriented towards image as a diversion, almost an escape from 
the predominate ir1tegt·ation theme. The at·tistic pra•::;tice has not yet evolve·i 
to meet the terror arid the power of nature and love/passion head O:)Il 1 to give 
their intimate expression. As well, the narrative stl.,JCture , thematic 
opposition, and character presentation contimle to stand comparison with 
tradi tiona.l narrative , even. with the short story . The language tuci. t is still 
for the most part the traditional paragraph ordered according to a realistic 
nan· a ti ve sequer10e . Lookirtg backwat·ds from !iY. Grand C>.>ntral , there is a 
feeling that latent meanings are submerge.! in tho? exhilaration of esc-.a1:oe and 
the "trembling on the threshold" (54): the cohesiveness, the Sltst...ained 
bonding achieved amortg the terms l)f reference--rt.ature , love/passion_. &:ui , 
inspin.tion, and will--cam•:_\uflages a hid·ie-n ca::>mplexity in the irviividual terms 
that in ~Y. Grand Central ca 1J.Ses a dissolution of harmony , a rest1·-u.ct 1lt·ing of 
the pattern of relations and a differing explontion a:•f artistic 
accomplishment. 
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III 
Dissolutions 
In By Grand Central t:be individual reference points in Smart ' s developing 
practice of art are extended to ixlcl"Ode the expression of a fundamental 
duality that had been operating in the unseen places of "Dig a Grave• : nature 
i..nclooes "the earth whom nothing but love can sow· (28), but also is lilcened 
to a "perpetual whore" and its power to a "poison" (21); h'OIIIan love is 
understood as harmonious reintegration, but also as an awareness of sorrow- and 
1110rtality ("I am shot with wo'UI'Ids which have eyes that see a world all sorrow-, 
always to be, panoramic and unhealable" [26]) ; God's image is extended to 
include wrath as well as love; inspiration enlarges the pool of sources frOM 
classical legend to incl"Ode key figures of Biblical legend , all COI\I\Oting both 
~~etuorphic polln?r and the impulse to calamity; and the will incl"Odes both the 
animal iMge of muscle, and the religious idea of the will and wrath of God's 
jwlgMQnt . 
What in "Dig a Grave" were only cues to a darker and more complex vision 
have in By Grand Central been exposed and given a fuller expression. 'rhe 
ambiguous and shaded conclusion of '"Dig a Grave"-"Are you happy? Are you 
happy? Yes, we say, weeping with an unhealable woe . The palms weep too, and 
in the north the pines . And the wind howls . But my 1110ther is in my II'Oillh" 
(92)-presages the lines already quoted, in part, fr001 ~ Grand Central, 
equating the experience of love with that of sorrow (26) . The ideas and 
iMages of evil abound, and in Part One dominate : "perpetual calamity• (20) ; 
"Murder for [the] future" (20) ; "the legends here are all of bloodfeuds" (22) ; 
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the "Beginning .. . rill surely strew our world lrith blood" (24); "the poison 
oak {that] thrusts its insinuation under •Y foot" (24); "the guillotine in 
action" as the pattern of fate (24); "the band that casts the octopus shadow" 
(20); and "the clouds that fon a lonq black rainbow out of the MOuntain" 
(31). The thrust towards harmony, melting, and mergiDq, so strongly voiced in 
"Dig a Grave," is COilpleted and extended in By Grand Central as a MOvement at 
once towards harmony and disharmony, towards joy and sorrow. 
By Grand Central is the ~~~ature expression of both the explicit and the 
latent tendencies of "Dig a Grave" : the artistic achievement of this work is 
the fullest and raost ideal expression of art based on the MOtivation towards 
universal harmony, attaiDed through an extensive use of metaphor and allusion 
(there are thirty-five direct allusions to Mythic , biblical and historic 
figures alone in slightly over one hundred pages) and through a composition 
~sed on a principle of repetition. But the artistic achievement is also the 
strongest expression of opposition to harmonic integration, and this is 
particularly Manifest in the structural tension of the text . 
This duplicity in By Grand Central is built upon the brealcdown. of the 
pattern of cohesiveness, strength, and cooperation 8J\\Ont] the identified 
elements fortring SMart • s artistic frame of reference, the very pattern upon 
which the text of "Dig a Srave" ns fo'Ol'lded . The new creation shifts the 
patterns of relations, with the unfolding of latent significations in the 
individual terms . The terms nature, love/passion, God, inspiration and the 
rill are realigned . Ruman love now assumes a markedly ambiguous relationship 
with nature (love participating in and at other times creating its idea of 
nature) ; God no longer permeates and seems accessible within the h'UJ\\an sphere ; 
inspiration is derived through a concentering of transforming po~r i nvoked in 
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the word (broadly in language and illusion); and the hU~~an rill assuaes the 
rol• of God's rill in the uninrse, and bends t.onrds the goals of judgment 
and the "roar of authority• (-.eantiH 15?), if DOt epiphany. 
!he nK configuration, that is .ssentiillf characterized in tbt> 
opposition of natwe and Ion/passion and the~~ of God in huaan 
couunication, is realized thro~ tbt> .oYewn.ts of the text . !bt> shifting of 
relations of tens becoMes the thetattic narntiYe of Br Grand Central. !he 
CX*positional stnJCtur~ and language patterns are ge~rat.Qd as tlw pr~s of 
realignMent of the ele.n.ts of nature, loYe/passion, God, inspiration and 
rill. !his process is it~l.t best understood e.s an. actiYe kttle of Yoices, a 
persis~nt alternation. of conflicting perspeoctins. !he text presents tbt> 
pr~s with r~kable dra ... tio tension. and considerable artistic teohniq~. 
Art in its tnJe creatiYe se~ is, in fact, generat.Qd out of this 
breakdown in. tbt> preYiously indiscrillinat.el:r int.enri.ned and supportin network 
of elea~en.ts. "Dig a Sran· could present only a potential centre giYen an 
essentiallf passi•e conception. of art. !he sources of po.er Ht and cohered 
in. the fe~~~ale I in the early noYell~ , e~~phasj zing the deri nti Ye .ati ntion of 
the narratiYe. God's re110val fro. the inti ... cy of hU~&D. contact creates 
si•ult.aneouslf a Yoid and a space for h'UM&n action: the hUMan is aa.de anre 
of possihilit:r and tlw aahiguit:r of nature presents possihilit:r as an 
iaperatin. 
If» following disc"USsion of h Grand Central will outli~ tlw dissolution 
of the first hanonious integration of tens, isolating tbt> particular changes 
in. relations as the:r an Mde erident through language, stnJCture and 
n.arn.tiTe Toice--through ins. the art of thlo text. !be procedure continues, 
in so.e detail, the expository pat~rn etaploy4td for "Dig a Srue," first 
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doo-.enting tJ. speoi.fioitiK of noh hnduental ~n, and then oonol'Oding 
with a considi>ntion of tbe act'Ual artistic achii>Yi>Mnt and di>nlopHnt in the 
~xt. 
Part One sounds the first noti> of opposition and conflict in the 
conj'lmOtion of natur~ and lou/passion. !his is the rigne.l of a conflict that 
dnonstnti>s a Yuying pat~rn of ri>l&tion, but oYer&l.l a progressiYe 
d~finition with resp&et to Sod and ultiu~ly art . If Grand C4>ntral 
acknowledges a dichoto.y betweon nature and loYe/passion but also endorses the 
conriction that they aust be bro"Ught into a relation. ~ ~xt is in 01» ny, 
a record of this interaction of conflict aDd usiailation. I:Sost :iaportantly 
this prOCHs is articulabd within the t~spaa. o.t art, of a narratiYe I, 
aDd of a.n a~nt God. Suoo:iDOtly, ther~ is an id~ntifica.tion and opposing of 
art and "natural stlntion", two diYer~nt conceptions o.t orHtion, two 
contending principles of control, two possible frueworks for the conjunction 
of nature and loYe/passion. 
In Part One of h Grand Central, the preriously positiYely described 
relation of nature and of the human (the relation whereby the desired 
englobing, expanding and Merging of the narrator of ·Dig a Grue" is the sa~~~e 
powr exhibited in the process of natural blosSOI\ing a.nd the two spherK 
indisoriaina.~ly in~rpe~»tra~) is notr intrica.~ly in~rtwined with iaa.~ of 
poison, catastrophe, aurd~r, sin, guilt tnd punishiMnt. lla.ture OMSK to 
pr~nt an unubiguous .OOel. Its duplicity of p~ becoales confourding. 
'fhft narrator of h Grand Central, on the n~ of an a.tfair, la.aents that 
"theri> is no 11\edicinal to hi> obtained froa the dried herbs of any natural 
hill, for when I tread those upn.rd paths 1 the lowest rines conspire to abet 
•1 plot 1 and the poisonoat thrusts its insinnation under ay foot• (24). After 
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the coi~SWH~ation of passion. with the !Hl.e lover, ime.ged thro~h a merging in a 
metaphor of earth and rain, the narrator voices a feeling of tension: "ADsolve 
me, I prayed, up thro~h the cathedral redwoods, and forgive me if this is 
sin. But the new MOss caressed me and the water over my feet and the ferns 
approved me with endearments" (28) . 
In. Part Three, the narrator exorcises the dark undercurrents of the 
conjunction and proclaims that "not all the poisonous tides of the blood I 
have spilt can influence these tidals of love" (43). At this point the yo1mg 
female lover's vision of the world is dominated by an. "intense fusion" (43) 
that turns the world to water and initiates an overwhelming, interpenetrating 
process of metamorphosis: 
When we lie near the swimming pool in the s1m., he oomes 
through the bamboo bushes like land emerging from chaos . But 
I am the land, and he is the face upon. the waters. He is the 
moon. upon the tides, the dew, the rain., all seeds and all the 
honey of love. tty bones are crushed like the basaboo-trees. 
I am the earth the plants grow through. (44) 
The spirit is one of j'Ubilation, and is very reminiscent of the "Be wind , be 
sky, ... " invocations of the narrator of "Dig A Grave•: 
But I have become a part of the earth: I aM one of its 
waves flooding and leaping. I am the same tune r!OW 
as the trees, hummingbirds, sky, fruits, vegetables in 
rows. I am all or any of these . I can metarAOrphose at will . (47) 
There has been., however , a shift in. the origin. and ground of this 
expression. of the power of metamorphosis. It is now the voice of the 
narrator, transformed aooo1·di:ng to an. ideal of a visionary or beyond human 
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consciousness that assumes the function of IQQlcer 1 "This is the state of 
a~ls I • .. n ( 47L and the I ~comes a true centre I "I was taunted so long. 
The ~neaning fluttered above my head, a.lftys out of reach. Now it has come to 
rest in me" ( 46) . The natural paradigms of unfolding 1 meeting, and merging 
are perceptions governed by an eye that has assumed a role of generator 
between heaven and earth-of cr~tor of unity and harmony . Thus the narrator 
fairly sings 1 "There is no angle the world can assume which the love in my eye 
cannot make into a symbol of love" (43). 
This organic cohesion between the human and the natural is reiterated in 
Part Six 1 although the I is now under duress, and the voice is directed 
tonrds a ftverinq and inconstant lover. In fact it might be remarked that 
nature's cooperation is only an asswnption, and the focus of the address has 
shifted to emphasize the union of male with female as a sustaining point for 
metamorphosis: "Eons have been evolving and planets disintegrating and fonning 
to compel these two together" (79) . All this is still very much controlled by 
an understanding that supercedes and c1·ea tes the human: "Not that I claim to 
be an angel too . But I know that to be even gently bright and happy raises 
enemies" (78) . 
By Part Nine 1 this cohesion and intertwining of nature and human passion 
can no longer be maintained by the narrator, bereft of the support of her 
lover. The perception of nature is opposed to human passion, and a higher 
purpose is brought forth: "Forty days in the wilderness and not one holy 
vision. Sights to dazzle the eye, but I bask in the sun without drawing one 
111eta phor from it . :N'a ture is using me . I am the seedbag" ( 113) . When, in 
fact , the female lover "hurries to catch the train, [clutching her] ticket to 
damnation" (114) at the conclusion of Part Nine, there has clearly been a 
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ndioal "}>Qntion and nature is :ootr en~ .frota the point of Yiew' of her 
role u ·the officious ho\1S4Hr.i.fe, • and u a • [tigress fighting for her 
.abryo),• and the idea of •natural salTation• (114) is rejeot.d. 
•ture at the point of oonoeption ud ~Mntion becolles a •J'Odas of 
fillacr· (11?) 1 and is at fatal odds with passion: nature at this point 
inhibits the flow of ~iration and the Mtuorphic orHtion in words . !be 
narrator writes of ber state of i.Jiactirity and UM'esponsinness, •But I dra'IF 
no putl.lels fr011 patterns 1 and thro... off no silnr-sparkled words fro.a •f 
mcounters· (113). Part liDe is both a soocuabing to and an oYerCOMjng of 
tht pr~ of •natural stlvation1 • a.nd a druatic reoognition of tbe 
iaplications of a pr<*ise Mde to lon . Put Three had interjected a acre 
th&n h~n rill and Ullderstanding into tblt 1minr~ of lon and nature 1 and 
its creation ns the birth of lon; Put 1:i.M interjects this saM rill and 
understanding enn aon detenai:Mdly as tht Aduotin quality of •natural 
stl.ntion· is tliiiOSt uni.Tersally accepted : 
'rhe grass is already green in tbe oountry. tfJ iHgination 
clutches that fact .like a hot-nter bottle, a.nd Makes itself 
dopef with it 1 and uws it like a drug to ea~ •f heart aDd 
quiet all my sources of unrest. tfJ future is alreadf planted 
then 1 and ay hope getting re&df to sprout with the cherry 
blosSota. (10?) 
The cherry tree provides the .euphoric iMage aro\11\d •hich the feu.le I is 
able to 'Onderstand 1 focus 1 and relate the attraction and the conflict: 
Like the ud~nan ri th his aske'IF efes gl \liN to a bHd 1 I see 
that cherry tree and the green grass 1 and focus on it 1 and 
bend all in that direction. (1 OS) 
I reach the cherry tree and we all blossom . Or I reach the 
tree and ~ die . But I reach the tree . That is ray entire 
plan and all the goal for IllY reraaining forty years, i.f, 
as seems impossible , so many remain. (109) 
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And it is the ima~ with which she speaks her .final rejection: ":Bow down thou. 
tall cherry tree, I am going to meet my lover" (114) . 
Nature is overcome and transformed through the po~r of a visionary 
perception and creation--through the power a metamorphic principle of 
~IIieration espoused by the narrator . This appropriation of a creative 
principle by the female lover is particularly contingent u.pon the changing 
status of God in the dissolving network of interconnectedness that forms the 
basis of ~y Grand Central. As has been noted God's removal .from the u.ni verse 
opens u.p a time-space for a hWAan assumption of power, and the text 
assimilates through its narrative the conflicts of nature and love/passion to 
a confrontation with God ' s absence. That absen.ce is brought into view at the 
very ou.tset of the text, at the very transition .from Part One to Part Two. 
Part One of ~Y. Grand Central ends with the line , aThe Thing is at hand . 
There is nothing to do bu.t crouch and receive God's wrath" (31). and this 
belie£ becomes the anticipation of the entire text. Judgment is delayed until 
Part Ten, and Part Two instead begins with a call to God: aGod , come down out 
of the eucalyptus tree outside my window, and tell me who will drown in so 
much blood" (35). The significance of this address by the narrator is 
clarified later in Part Nine when the I queries ~How can any woman from this 
empty world construct communication with God ( 1 09)?" ~Y. Grand Central 
establishes the essential condition of li.fe in the world to be the 
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inaccessibility and inscrutability of God, yet a.ff:i.rms tbe consistent effort 
of the human to make contact with tbe absent creator. The absence becomes for 
the narrator a challenge (Part Two) and is answered through the assertion of 
the I as maker . Tbe idea of maker in By Grand Central is both a powerful and 
invulnerable concept (Part Three) and a vulnerable yet resistant concept (Part 
Ten): the idea of maker as creator, and as creator/watcher is presented in 
the two Parts respectively. 
Part Two emphasizes the inaccessibility of God when the narrator, heseiged 
by the opponents of God prays to "God to understand [her] corrupt language· 
and t.ell her if there "Is an infant struggling in the triangular womb (36)?" 
The narrator then realizes that "God is out of earshot" (39) and .. Jesus Christ 
walks the waters of another planet, bleeding only history from his old wounds" 
(39). What is remarkable here, as the absence of God becomes confirmed, is 
the increasing interest shown by the narrator in finding other support, from 
"parchment philosophers" (39), for example, from "Gabriel, t1i.chael of the 
ministering wing" ( 40), and from herself "tly heart is its own destructive . It 
hee.t.s out the poisonous rhythm of the truth" (40). As paradoxical as the 
event of human passion has been, bleeding the world in a calamitous 
d~vastation, and ~ntwining the I within a vision of sorrow and sin, the"rhythM 
of truth"(40) is also therein articulated. The strength required for the 
coming time, thus, must of necessity be god-like : "What was your price , 
Gabriel, 1:1:ichael of the ministering wing? What pulley from headlong man 
pulled you up in the nick of time , till you gushed vegetable la ught.er, and fed 
only off the sun ( 4 0 )?" For this bravado, Christ seems inadequa t.e and able to 
offer only the repetition of history. 
In contrast to "Dig a Graveu in which God was simply an omnipresent ar.d 
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permeating spirit in a human and natural universe, tending toward harmony and 
integration, God has been distinguished and placed in a relation of distance 
to the narrator of By Grand Central. The presence of God in the earlier work 
can be seen as being inhibitive with respect to the creation of a centre 
focused in the human I of the story. In By Grand Central the absence or 
hiddenness of God provides an impulse to the formation of a concept of maker, 
an I which can create and sustain the visionary perspective of ~y Grand 
Central. 
The absence of God has direct implications for the nature and role of 
inspiration. In. "Dig a Grave, u invocations WQre made directly to the body, to 
the sensual receptors since they were still entwined within a 
natural/spiritual context that was especially coloured by the perception of 
love/passion expressed in natural images. Inspiration received a holy 
sanction deriving from God, and flowed to and through the narrator undeterred 
by an artistic consciousness. 
By contrast, inspiration in ~Y Grand Central is 1110st notably drawn frort~ 
the literary, frOM myth and legend (pagan and Biblical) and in so doing 
parallels the movement of the text at other levels of theme and structure 
towards a vision of artistic creation and willing. Inspiration. by centering 
in the word, "I can compress the whole tlojave Desert into one word of 
inspiration" (48), emphasizes the context for creation. as existing in the 
concept of maker and in the power of the word. The language of metaphor 
creates its own source of inspiration. The act of naming, in word or in 
metaphor, is an invocation to eternally recurring figures ar~ events that are 
thereby established in a timeless aspect--through the voice of an I dominated 
by a consciousness beyond the human. Inspiration derives at this point in 
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Smart's developm""nt as artist from the literary 1 from the transformations of 
reality effected by texts. Heavenly inspiration is renewed through the agency 
of the I considered as maker. 
rhe configuration of terms peculiar to By Grand Central achieves final 
form with the incorporation of the rill within the realigned pattern of 
relations. This appropriation of will is perhaps less readily understood 
given the indirection in its presentation-•the will. appears infrequently in 
the text, although rather prominently and forcefully on the first page, "and 
all the muscles of my rill are holding my terror to face the moment I most 
desire. " A concept of will is however operating to produce certain defining 
qualities of the text, which is especially manifest in the powerful 
expressions of integration, harmony and metamorphosis. 'l'he narrative voice is 
in these instances imposing her vision through her own fierce will. 
A comparison with the function of will in "Dig a Grave" brings the action 
and significance of will into clearer focus. In the earlier text, the will 
emerged as a strong animal and natural coun.terforce to selfh.ood and to a 
passive 1 analytical rationality. The will was r~~ade a key element in the 
motion towards harmony and integration and towards a fearlessness of vision. 
In ~Y. Grand Central the animal strength and appetite is carried over in the 
conception of will but there is now a different controlling context in the 
newly achieved perspective of artistic cor~iousness. The will now operates 
within the purpose and design determined by a higher, transcendent perception. 
Correspondingly the sensual grounding is made subsidiary to an intentionality 
best likened to the the will of God, to wrath and to judgment. The I as maker 
assumes a role and function congruent with these religious perspectives and 
the will is activated according to this model. There is recogniza1ly an 
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~lement of wrath and jwigm~nt in the narrator's rejection of the oppoDQnts of 
visionary love . The will bent towards love is ~~~erciless: as the :narrator 
proclaims 1 "There is no room for pity, of anything. In a bl~?eding heart I 
should find only exhilaration in the richness of the redN (46). 
Il 
Art and Anti-Art 
iith §Y. Grand Central , Smart's practice of art demonstrates a forceful 
cOIIIMi.tment to language, and to the centrality and generating po~r of the 
narrative voice . Art acknowledges and finds a potential solution to the 
disjunction within the entwined spheres of the natural , the human and the 
spiritual . The ideal of harmonious integration and looping, a persistent 
desire of Smart and her narrative voices, is refocused through an art which, 
in a realization of the po~r inherent in language, supercedes a principle of 
mimesis. Art becomes that po~r which creates rather than expresses the 
communion of integration in life. §1. Grand Central is a singular revelation 
of this new imperative of art as it atte111pts to assert its ~:uthority 1 
particularly in respect of its structure and its use of repetition. 
It bas become common among Smart's readers to consider the parts of~~ 
Grand Central as being loosely held together through a narrative recounting of 
an illicit love affair, from consummation through disSolution. A. few 
readings, however 1 and this interprets. tion seems untenable . The parts are 
only superficially held together by the narrative device of plot, and, in 
fact, each part possesses a discreteness of theme and voice that resists a 
sequential ordering. That the work is not gro'lliided in a realistic narn.tive 
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is at least intimated by the realization. that one govern.i.n.g paraMeter for the 
whole is the natural cycle which commences in. summer and concludes not in. 
winter 1 but in. spring-a presage of Smart's creative "roar of authority" 
(meantime 15?) . 
Tbe parts unfold within. a structure which is characterized by centripetal 
motion toward a point of determined integration, against a contrary 
centrifugal motion., to conflict and disjunction. Tbe structure becomes a 
significant component of an art which is a determination. to bring life to its 
own centre, to create a "synthesis of meaning" frOII\ concerted opposition. In 
this way Parts Three, Six , the last section of Part ltille and one level of Part 
Ten are statements or records of the story· s I 1 oriented to transforming the 
time of social and natural existence into a timeless present of "Today . " The 
I confidently proclaims "All time is nov, and time can do no better. Nothir.g 
can ever be more than nov, and before this nothing vas" ( 45) . The I attempts 
to create, out of oppos ition and tension, centres of completion., "All I want 
is for everyone to go away and leave me a thousand lives in. which to muse , 
only to muse, on this state of completion" ( 46) . These centres are , in one 
way, the crystallizations through which art bestows the attributes of 
eternality, meaning, and the ne;mess of a beginning to the actions and events 
of time. In. another way , the centres express a conception of art which 
acknowledges a power added to life, an organization of image and metaphor 
which is a creation of "angelic" quality. Art is brought to participate in a 
process of making, superceding an earlier function as covering and "drapery" . 
Parts Two, Four, Five , Seven, most of :Eight and Nine , and one level of Ten 
present differing aspects of opposition which art (ordered metaphor) must 
confront and overcome : Part Two presents the opponents of God, (the figure of 
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pity , the other 'ltiOMQn, "all smitten Europe wailing" [37]); Parts Four and 
Five, society ("the eyes of the jealous world"(54) law); Part Seven, the 
comprehensive repetition of oppositions in dream (gaol, the other woman, the 
hospital) ; Part Eight, history and unpun.ctuated time, and the chaos of facts; 
Part Nine, nature ; and Part Ten, linear progression. ~y Grand Central orders 
opposition, and places it in relation to the spirit and understanding of a 
fictional I bent on a visionary conception of love ever more determinedly, 
distressfully and daringly proclaimed (46). In Part Three the narrator 
concludes her song-like celebration of the victory and power of love with the 
lines, "Set me as a seal upon thine heart, as a seal upon thine arm , for love 
is as strong as death" (49), and repeats the declaration in her address to t he 
wavering lover in Part Six . By Part Nine the narrator ' s desertion by the 
lover provokes the final reckless and challenging ultimatum: 
The next generation cannot dam my passion. No one can throw 
me a pulley. I must retrace my steps and embrace my sentence . 
I cannot live out of earshot of my doom, hoping to salvage 
something from the blood . . .. love is my douhle or nothing. ( 113) 
This rejection of "natural salvation" ( 114) at Part Nine ' s ending prepares 
very directly for the opening epiphanic proclamation: "By Grand Central 
Station I sat down and wept : I will not he placated by the mechanical motions 
of existence . . .. It i s the sin of damnation" (117). The female narrator has 
arrived at an. understanding that equates "natural salvation" with 
acquiescence , betrayal 1 death and damnation and that generates the 
surrealisti c/hiblical dream, an ultimate prayer for judgment and revelation: 
The pain was unbearable 1 hut I did not want it to end : 
It had operatic grandeur. It lit up Grand Central Station 
like a Judgment Day. It was more iron-muscled than Samson 
in his moment of revelation. (11S) 
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The structuring of By Grand Central marks an advance over "Dig a Grave" 
i.n that art is removed from the tai.nt of imitation or mimesis, an implicit 
assumption i.n "Dig a Grave," wherein life is seen to take precedence over art , 
existing prior to articulation in language . Perception, which grounds art, is 
i.n the earliest accounts solely the perception of love; i.n ~Y. Grand Central 
although "there is no angle the world can assume which the love in my eye 
cannot make into a syn\bol of love" (43) , the perception is a visionary 
creation. "The language of love" (126) attempts to generate love in its own 
generation and this is the message of the structure of opposition and 
declaration of power, of the whole. The Parts of proclamation of power and 
invulnerability represent the struggle of art to create unity , harmony and 
integration: these moments of statement are the I' s attempts to situate 
sensual love in an environment of expansion, enveloping, and merging that is 
beyond the controlling confines of nature , and natural h.UIIlan procreancy . 
The structure of ~y Grand Central--tending, striving, towards unity oi 
vision--is preeminently gro'UI'Ided in the idea of battle. In the end ~y Gnrui 
Central does not sustain its vision. The oppon9nts to sensual love , 
particularly, are strong, and the champion of t he visionary becomes a 
solitary, increasingly exiled young woman. The moments of feeling of 
invulnerability are voiced against growing opposition and the cryst allization 
of centres of power more difficult to achieve. Thus Part Thl·ee is the 
strongest statement of the reality of a created love--"there are no problems , 
no sorrows or errors: they join in the urging song that everyone sings" 
(47)--and stands apart from all such rnoments in its strength. The repetit i on 
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of power in Part Six is of lesser potency. The narrator again pron.our.c~s that 
ulove is as Stl·ong as death" (75) hut from a weakened positiOil. The lover has 
deserted the union and the I speaks her declaration as a record for herself , 
and as a reproach to her lover . The message hegins to he tw:ned back upon 
itself, and power of the voice ebbs . Part Ten is, in one '1f9.Y, the climactic 
conclusion of this movement in the direction of solitude and exile . The 
absolute affirmation of the opening lines, "I will not he placated hy the 
mechanical motions of existence," is tUl·:ned aside fz·om completion: "Lay aside 
the w-eapons, love, for all battles are lost" (127); arui "Now this is no how 
and it leads Mwhere" (124). The lar~ge of love is decried hy a voice in 
defeat, "0 the tumtllt, the t.m.availi:ro;J ineffectual upl:·o:u- of the damned. 0 the 
language of love . The uninterpreted. The inuticula te" ( 126) . The language 
of love n.ow has no meaning in time and cannot be spoken or uruierstood . 
Part Ten, the section of exile sees the sundering of art from its 
conjunction rith the world, with life a:roi love. The mt-aning that is 
synthesized by the narrator is a fallen vision and visionary p~rpose is 
usurped by "Tomorrow, like an ardent boy of Socrates" (125), claiming the 
power of resUl·rection. Language, at one time able to synthesize "the state of 
angels," can n.ow only articulate exile and love falls away from its centre in 
art, "t1y lover lies under the linderl-tree kissing Tomorrow with his mouth that 
'1f9.S all mine" (126). ~y Brand Central is at one and the same time an 
expression of the power and fail we of >iirt as transformer and the nan· a tor 
D\oves a step closer toward the feeling expressed in "What Is Art? Said 
Do,J.hting Tim" (19S2): 
It· s shape, a1·t, it· s order, Tim 
For the amorphous pain; 
And it's a hymn, 
The maker makes 
Something that seems to explain 
Fears, delirious sunsets, pain. 
But a calming balm comes 
From Form--a missile that lasts 
At least until tomorrow 
Or the next day . (meantime 36) 
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~Y. Grand Central presents a "final ultimatum" (114), a "fie1·ce last st>lnd" 
(119) for the integration of the human in loveJpassion, a state sustained and 
created only by a maker of greater than human understandir~: 
Oh yes , it is the hysteria that whips me with his name , that 
drives me with the insane loneliness of the first split amoeba, 
to shriek beneath his window. As if all fubJre worlds lay 
in the conjunction of our separated cells, I writhe in 
desperation, screaming his name, as my germ dwindles, as the 
whole universe withers, like a corolla no bee ever found. (122) 
Without this fact of conjunction art is reduced to an explarl<ltion, a "balm . " 
There may even be a momentary "leap from gravity," a sporadic impassioned 
dithyramb b11.t not a celebration of commurd.or1 (meantime 36). This thematic 
expression of the dissolution of the int>?gntion of the natural, th>? hwnan and 
the heavenly in a textual structure of tension arui opposition is fm-ther 
affirmed thl·ough similar 1 y grounded , cha1·acterizing repetitions . 
In ~Y. Grand Central art functions to sustain life within centres of 
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tiwless inV1ll..I'Ierability. In. SMart's eU"liest work, t:bQ imagQ was t:bQ chief 
feature of artistic expression and structure adhered to traditional 
chronological narrative conventions ("Dig a Grave"). In By Grand ~ntral the 
i.aa~ recurs as a constituent .feature o.f the text, but organized into patterns 
o.f repetition that parallel the structural pattern determined by centripetal 
aDd centri.fuga.l .forces. 'l'here is, in .fact, an oTerwhelminq repetitiveness o.f 
word, metaphoric image and scene that is either concentered into a 
configuration o.f unity or dispersed: towards the circ-wn.ference o.f a cyclical 
recurrence (as in the dream o.f the hospital, .for example) on the one hand, and 
in an ~proroisi.nq linear progression (the enumeration o.f .fact in Part 
Eight) on the o~r. The rQ~tition o.f word and iMQ9'Q Qi~r identioally or 
rith slight variation is pervasiTe although not initially as distinguishable 
as tbQ npetition of allusion. 
Examples o.f this kind o.f repetition o.f phrase include : .from the first page 
o.f Part One the phrase "hanging .fire" (19) which recurs in Part tine "postpone 
indefinitely the miracle hanging .fire" and "what o.f my angel, her now lost 
~1, hanging fire" (109); "creeping fingers o.f cold" (Part One 20) and 
.fingers o.f the cold 1 the little creeping .fingers o.£ dissuasion (last line Part 
Eight 104); "then she l~ns over in t~ pool and her daMp hair falls like 
sorrow" (Part One 27) and "Then her hair, .falling like grie.f 1 floats in the 
deserted park" (Part Eight 99); "vines of .faith" (Part One 20) and "vines o.f 
reii\Orse" (Part 'l'wo 36); "the wound which swung in perpetual suspension above 
her [the ri.fe] and though I swing in torture• (Part Two 35), and "So tonight 
we will put the whole untidy world into a nest, and it will hang swinging 
oom.fortably" (Part Six 75) 1 "He swings delirious into the night" (Part Ten 
124); "What pulley .from headlor.g man" (Part Two 40) and "Jro one can throw 11\e a 
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p1J.l.ley" (Part Nine 113 ) ; "my possible p~nix of love is as bright as a totem 
pole" (Part Two 40) and "past totem poles of danger" (Part Eight 102) . 
Cer"in words are likewise rei•eated frequently : "claws" ( Two , Six , Seven and 
twice in Eight) ; "p1·ove" or "proof" (twice in Two, and once in Three , F o"tu- , 
Six , Seven, Eight , Nine); "polestars" (twice in Eight and in Ten) ; and "hole" 
Chore a hole" and "gimlet a hole" in Nine , and "when every hole bleeds me" 
and "burn holes in the darkness" ir1 Ten) . 
There are also cert:ain key metaphoric scenes which rec1Jr: in Part Two th£. 
narrator in despair of presag¥?d calamity expresses a jealousy of the "hawk 
because he can •3'='t so far out of the world" (26) and the "passionate seagull 
swooping to possible cessation" (26) , two possible alternatives for action 
which are reiterated in an exploration of remedies in Part Nine, "lest I too 
nnJ.Ch remember, that I become a hermit, that I strain fore•rer 11pward , or 
descend in a shower of the spirit's blood" ( 110) ; in Part Two the narrator, 
caught uin the trap" (36) of passion laid by God's opponents "lets self 
contemplate self which only 51.ricide •:>3.n join" (37) . The image is one of t he 
narrator reguding her reflection in the ocean bed, "Pearls and hul:•bles float 
up from the ocean bed, m>1king a prettier noose for de>1.th , the last deo::>oration 
of self-love, l"ing-a-rosing the gru.esome vision" (38) . This narcissistic 
scene repe>1ts itself in Part Eight when the I is caught viewiTh~ herself in a 
hotel mirror , "The sight of that mad face in the half-lit room •irove me t o 
prayers and loud noise . I Your .:1wn shadow meeting you armo,mces t he end" (94); 
and indirectly presages the drowning of ~y Grand Central ' s conclusion . The 
imag¥? of "Tomorrow [looking] down >1t the dJ:·owned with 1·esurre•::.tion i n his 
eyeballs" ( 125) is an ironic reversal of the initial occurn•nces of t h£. 
image--an ironic revelation of na1·cissistic coriSwnmation. In Part OrLe the 
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iM~ of the •ppletree is i:ntroduoed •Abs, I Jrl'IICW he is the Bltr~Mphrodiw 
whoH lon looks up through t» •ppl~tree rith a golden. indetennnate face· 
(23) , and beqins a seque~ of scenes Ull iaages concened with the earthly 
fruit: •stay with'" flagons, coca.fort .e with apples· (Part Four 54); •(Also 
our bed is green. And the saell of his nose like apples)· (83), •as the 
appletree uong the trees of the wood, so is •Y belond • (85) in. the dre... of 
Part Se•en; in Part Eight the lo•er becoMes her •grarity• and ·tl~ apples 
(•hich ben ripe in. [her] gardaytw) .fall only towards that• (103), and in Part 
!en the apples are associated rith the language of lo•e, •It is the first cry 
of Mf Iloi>•er to be born child. 6o into your garden, for rour apples are ripe• 
(127). 
'fhe r~~titions:, as s~ rith the abo•e ohronioling ar~ ~nasi•e, 
~i.ng intertwined within the total textual. fahrio. the re~titions tend to 
paralbl the strootural patterns of oonoenwring Ull di~rsal as has bHn 
noted, rith the indiridual words and phrases generating, in one direction, 
centers of concentration e..nd, in another, unto~ accretions of words. 
fithin. the pattern of concentering the repetitions can be seen as reenforcing 
the narrator's attapt to bring life to its a.m. point of creation: the 
laDgU&ge of yisionary ~roeption participates in a creati•e generation that is 
opposed to an organio .adel. IMn the repetitions nour identically t~r~ is 
an intensification, a heightening, a unification. of the language of the text 
aroUJld specifio centers. IMre the repetitions recur rith slight nriation 
(as in. self con.te.plating self) the text sets up a systematic echoing vhich1 
~•er 1 still rebounds to a oen.tr~. ~petitions, fro. this ~rspeoti n 1 
represent the attetllpts of the narrator to concentrate the language of art 1 to 
establish centres •hioh will yet be the source of an infinite and 
'='" .J { 
dl-~r;eompassir.g vision. This is tM paradox and th~ burden of th!? idea of 
n•curren.ce: the vision 1 tM word 1 p:!u·ase 1 image repeats, •:;on.centering all 
occurrences in time and sp>1ce, yet each r~p~tition is a new hit·th 1 that has no 
history : "It has happened, the miracle has arrived 1 everything you tow~h is 
horn" ( 45). 
Repetition) where not directed to a special centre) suffers dispersal. 
The effect is· a projection outwards against love's force of gravity, which the 
r..arrator affirms J n for all day and all night J away from hirn and with him J 
everywhere and always, that is my gravity 1 and the apples . . . fall or~y 
towards that" (103). Part Eight is ~sp~cially indicative of the centrifugal 
patterns of ~.Y. Gt·an.d Central, im>1gir.g the outward movement 1 in or.e way, as a 
dispersal to~VS.rds a hounded oircumfet·ence, "I kn.ow the exact measuremer.ts of 
my captivity. For I cannot escape by bashing my head against the box-like 
c-onfine, not· can I summon into rny company ghosts with visionary ey~balls" 
(92). Part Seven emphasiz~s, and adds another dimension t.:.o this recut-reru:;.;. 
the frustrated confir.ement in dream: the repetition is compt·ehensiv~ hut 
withir• an unyielding circumference is pre~nted in the op~ning of Part Ten, 
"But ...-hat except m•:.ot·phine can. we>1ve bearable nets around the tigershark that 
tears my mind to shreds, seeking ~scape on every imp•:.ssihl~ side" ( 117) . The 
voic~ of the I at this point is exil~d from its own c~r.tre of vision. 
Dispersal !las yet anothi?r aspect and that is ~-epn<sen.ted thl·ou.gh seq•J.~ru:;e 1 
throWJh n.on.-c~ntred linear acct.llnulation. Pa:c·t Eight's overwh~lmir1g t·epet ition 
of facts and of thi? word "fact" ( occun·ing fifteen ti1nes ira. all) are evid.~nce 
of s:uch H?cwn•r•C<? r..ct ·~or.solid.a ted through visionat·y perception, a 
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~ntioa that tblt .fCH161.e I depresringl.y e.olmowledges 1 •I reriew dl I know 1 
but can synthesize no ~· ( 1 03) ; and protests "Is no tact iMpregnable? 
Is there no o~i.n-a-billion Je&rs' bull' SHtfe worth eYen tblt sl&~hter o.f 
decisiYe action (103)?" !his is the UltiMate negation ot rision eUected by 
linnr g~t~ration and progression--h:i.storJ. 
By Grand Central eoos with the juxtaposition of the centripetal a.rd the 
centri.fugU.: t.• oonol 'OSion is built up .fro. the surreal 1 phantasaagoric 
opposing of dinorgent JaOtions. In o~ direction the I atte.pts to hold on to 
the conoenteri.Jlq and redeeMing Yision of lono ("Io 110rbid adolKCent ever 
olutobQd tonrd .elodn.atio oonolusion so rildly" [122]) and joog.ent 1 and in 
&nether it acqui~ to an enforced exile. !» oonolooi.ng ~~ ~ to dratr 
the juxtaposed currents to.ards a deoided resolution that denies t:t. powr of 
loYe and giYes the world over to the power o.f progress and generation: 
Like the genii at hell's gates 1 the darkie porters arri Ye 1 
and "OSher in the day with brOCJMS aid enor110'0S d'OStpans. 
Odours of disinfectant wipe out loYe and tears. fi th r'OSh 
and thunder the early workers oyerran the world they haYe 
inherited 1 tramping out the stains of the nili.ng 1 bleeding 
past. ( 127-9) 
But the dr~ narrator's final li~ begi nn; ng "I •Jself pre .fer Boulder 
Da• .... • are a spirited parody o.f the lonr 's aoquiKOe~ 1 and the final 
taunting ~tion, "tfy dear 1 •Y darling, do you hear .e trbere you sleep 
( 129)?" extends the text's obsened tension and opposition into erile. 
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Rogues and Rascals 
The conclusion. of ~Y. Grand Central leaves one with an implicit problem 
concerrdng the possibilities for art in an acknowledged state of exile and 
ca pti vi t y . Art seems to have been reruiered ineffectual as an instrument of 
transfo1·mation and metam•::>rphosis, and the long sileru~e that ensued between 
Smart ' s publi·~ation of ~y Grand Central and her other writings seems to 
endorse art · s abaruionment . The AsSUlllP.tion of the R.og':!J.es and Rs.sc:;tls pul•lished 
in 1978 (although deriving in part from notebook entries fo1· the immediate 
post-war years), negates the rejection hypothesis, and is her ar.swer t o 
artistic vision and production in a fallen. state. Ro~.es arid Rascals dire•::;tly 
addresses the possibility for art in those years after the Second World War , 
and for those years separating the ardour of human passiorL from old age and 
death. It affirms artistic creation as a necessity : "But the bleak point, 
the boring truth, the stark illogical necessity is simple as a rose's : the 
eccentric geMs impart their message : Write! and the moving finger writes 
throWJh galesM ( 120) . In so doir!fl R.ogu.es and Rascals redefines once more 
recurring features of her co~ption of art, the configurations of :nature , 
love/passion, God, inspiration, and will. 
~y Gran.d Central identified two potential contexts for love/passion, the 
counter forces of vision and :nature . Rogues and Rascals continu.es this 
distir.ctic•n but with sigrdficant differer&Ces : first, the bo1mdary between the 
tt10 spheres shifts as love i s more and more assimilated to rtat,u·e ~ secorui , 
sexual love becomes tainted with the motivatior.s of the womb, cor.sidered as 
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part of n.a t ure; and third , an idealizing, nostalgic :perspective is introd u.ced 1 
although counterbalarced by a visionary interpolation. 
The following q1mtation from Part Seven 1 "Lament of a r1aker 1 " illustrates 
the evolving mistrust of human love, once the c-entral motivation, force and 
goal of langu~ge: 
You can manipulate the bright distracting forever escapiTh~ 
Moment . But r~t if you revolve back to a slushy r~ed for 
love on every side : to be smothered arul SllSpended and 
surrounded in over aro1lnd and by it . ( 6 7) 
The mistrust is indirectly but powerfully confirmed when the r~rrator , 
apparer1tly "a woman of 311/2, with lice in her hair and a faithless lover" 
(35) 1 addresses &:>d in deference to the "midwife nature" : 
I try to remember how, when birth comes, the dam will 
break , and God will assume His majesty and roll in pain 
like an avenger over my drenched soul , and love al'ld blcn:>d 
flow back into the world. (30) 
There is a deepening arui widening segregation of love from love, or rather of 
natural love from visior~ry love , to the extent that e•ren sensual love becomes 
s11Spect. The womb ine'!i tabl y becomes involved : thus the almost wistful 
:perception of £y &n.rui Central · s narrator that sex bas "the innocent slippiru~ 
advent of the next genention, which enters in one night of joy, arui leaves a 
meadowful of lamenting milkmai•is when its purpose is grown to fruit" (25) 1 is 
brutally noted in the rumiMtion of the I of Rogues al'ld Rascals 1 "Far away 1 
lonq a9o 1 the first r11mbling intimations of the cr11el sexual bargain to come" 
(23) . 
The tainting of sensui.il love focuses attention to the bo1J.ndary hetwt-en n.ab11·e 
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and the human: the insinuation ot. -cruel sexual bargain- creates a polarity 
articulated and imaged for the first time in R.o~s and Rascals. This is a 
polarity which is made to turn round the incompatibility of visionary and 
sensual love--visionary love is timeless and sensual love is in time . £Y. 
Grand Central presented sensual love as a creation of visionary love , F.o~J.es 
and Rascals suggests that sensual love may be just a natural event , 
unredeemable by vision and cornplicit with generation, "Adam delved and Eve 
span. I In. their sorrow they brought forth children." (22). 
Ro~s ar~ Rascals is grounded at precisely this acute position: "Out of 
this weary landscape, girding your strengths around you , you are to step 
through a couple of decades with your children on your back , .. . lookirq to 
left and right" (15) ; and "A couple of decades will see you 011t of this 
bondage" (16) . This work of Smart ' s is a testament to those years sandwiched· 
between 10\•e and middle age, s. perio•i at ·~ross purposes with making, "The 
womb · s an unwieldy baggage . Who can stagger 11phill with such a noisy weight 
(59)?" 
Under the b1Jrden. of an uncompl-omisin.g demarcation of love and nature, as 
seen from tl:r.e visionary perspe•:;ti ''e, a certain idealization and nostalgia 
ir~vitably characterize the narrator ' s tho,Jghts. Un.fallen. states of r~ture 
and love are imaged by the narrator, and form points of sadness and 
recollection that are a constant presence in the work. Thtl.S in "Lament c•f a 
tiaker," nature becomes lirtked with childhood innoceru:;e : 
Child lying stiff on one elbow like a frozen prayer, don't 
listen to ch'!OS below. Will vigilance avert calamity? 
Relax into inraocence. Gc• and cry in a secret part of the 
wood , where a wild clematis will compensate for pain. 
Build • bush hou. ud tiss woras . . . . !he aud retlinds rou 
of. the coatortule beginning of tbe world 1 be .tore the 
ialle~ edict shrugged us into isolt.tion. (70) 
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'l'his llelaOrf o.t the com.tortiDq of. childhood witbin u ~nt nature sharplf 
clari.ties 1 bf contrast 1 the assocbtion o.t quilt with the advent o.t serualitf 
and the deat.IIds o.t the WIOIIIb-natwe · s other .face . Tbere is a direct link 1 
aoreol'er, f.roa this pre- fall rision to tbe idetlized. perception of sexual 
union in Put 1fille 1 "'l'he Story of OUr Life. " 'l'be narrator coaents ~n "two 
ecstatic newts in lo:oq eabrace 1 " in a "SIIe&red glass jar": 
Is it their pt.le glowing colour that brings pri~~aenl 
aeaories 1 or their frozen rapturous da~ 1 poised abon 
the decafing l'egetabl~ aatter 1 the aud and stones 1 and 
the wet snake in tbe bottoa o.t the jar? So printe a 
preoccupation, so regardless, stirs up dreaas o.t perfection, 
so sad froa • here I stand . (90) 
Again and again~ and Rascals cows back to the "cruel sexual 
bargain," to the Godlessness of the "a id-ri.fe" nature (30), and to huaan 
passion •hich is inevitablf lost . lisionary lol'e .foras onl.r a regret, an 
intiaation of a "perfection" :beyond "natural salntion," a persistent sadness 
confronted with an ideal o.t love not to be "born&P" (~) . As the I i aplies in 
"Pacification," the last Part, love that is not this love, is "not the point, -
is, in .fact, "beside tbe point- ( 120) . The narrator goes on to suggest that 
all the stories of love recounted throughout the text have onl f 
" ( enterttinllent) " value--"tbose places , people , things, MOcaents were 
just/prettr places to stop . tfitigations . RefreshMents" ( 120). 
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And yet tbere are sporadic outbretks tbat ecbo earlier .feeli~ 1 t.nd 
s-aggHt t. resurrection of faith in t.n energetic t.nd t.oti ve lOYe . The 
aplication SeeMS to be that these are raDde~~ ocourreDCeS, but occurreDCeS 
productiYe of t. counterbal.anci.Dq powr . "The Assuaption of tbe R.ogul>s t.nd tbe 
Rascals 1 • Part Five of the 'I'Or:t is the interjection o.f an odd IM*ent ol. 
i.aaginative rision onto t.n otherwise bleat t.nd st.!e lt.ndsca~ . It is t.l.so the 
narrator's endorsettent of t.n inYersion of nlues ("Strut in yow scarlet coat" 
(40]) . The transnluation of nlues here in a "hstelt.nd" ~tting is t. 
blatt.nt reassertion1 in a COllie !lOde 1 ol. the anti-laW' spirit of If Grand 
Central : the rogues and rascals "cadge and cheat" and "double-cross" with 
"divine Mohiuellit.ni.SII" but "there is still enough lon~ , " t.nd then ~~ere; and 
"tlley are receiYed into beaYen" (48). The inYerted riw here t.nd elsenere, 
described with such delight 1 "The rogues t.nd rascals wiggle their bUiftS in tbe 
sty ( 46) , " prorides a consistent coaic potentit.lity to W'bat 'I'Oul.d otherwise 
beCOIIe t.n uninterrupted la~~ent 1 "Already tragedy turns to COIIedy 1 t. better 
for• " (111) . 
'l'o the extent that love and natve are of equiYocal i111poit aDd the rogues 
and rascals a kind of "myth-preserntion" (39), t. precarious stop-gap 1 Srat.rt · s 
narrator falls back on a .faith in God, inspiration, and the W'ill, supportively 
intert~ . As in "Dig a Srue," tbe I is constituted through faith in the 
existence o.f God, in his d.fir•ation o.f lon ("aDd God rill assuae His Mjesty 
. .. and loYe t.nd blood .flOW' bt.o:t into the world" [30JL and in his erident 
although insrutable inYol'fetaent in artistic endeuor . In Part 'l'en, "Fear of 
Failing,· God actually overwbelras the idea of an I derind through 
s.lf-consciousness, and creation is understood as a gift of Sod's, unsought, 
and freely iMparted, "tferely a buttery-fingered dfort of God· s . And nothing 
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to do with yot~ deserted screaming !orsakenly dreary ur~roven gi!ts- (38). 
There is, further, an elaboration and acceptance by the narrator of a division 
o1 the human into the traditional dichotomy of body and soul, attl·ibutable to 
God, "But what a daring thing to do, God: to make su.ch a flimsy, vulnerable, 
de~yable, corruptible, demanding delicate casing for the soul (spil"it)" (99) . 
This is Ro~s and Rascals· confirmation of a spiritual principle operating, 
although removed, in the universe. 
Artistic power derives frc•m this spiritual so,rrce, which effectively 
sanctions the interrelation of body with soul. Thus the narrator intenoqates 
herself over this very point arJ.d. is accommodated to the conjunction: 
Wasn't it a fantastic stroke of genius on the part of 
the Almighty to take such a foolhardy chance? 
Is it proving justified? 
I think so . (99) 
It's the possibilities of this flaye•i squ;!shable 
breakable instrument--just be~use it's so exposed, so 
open, so killable, so able rt.Otwi ths:tanding to recei 'le a 
million million divergent messages at one and the same 
time .... (100) 
The significance accorded to &'d in Ro~s and F~scals also rer~ws the 
r.arrator's reliaru:;e on the will and inspiration. The will becomes the active 
factor lirudng the human to God and is the furJ.d.amental condition for making 
:t.nd being good : 
In the · meantime, get a furious weapon. A rage of will. 
!lise above your turmoil. Exert yo11rself a swirl above 
the most you can exert yourselt . £1.ore? Yes, mon;• every 
minute . Ounce by ounce. Inch by inch. This is the cruel 
Lord's will. And the way, too. To be good . Or to make. (67) 
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The rill of the human maker is in this manner brought into the service of the 
concept of. ju.dgrnent, that acknowledg?s a fallen existence , but presents a way 
to divert and transform the inherent pain of such existence: 
To a child S1JCh desperation comil'II;J across the lake explaine•i 
itself. There perished an early pioneer, born in the wrong 
place, in the wrortq time, withollt a f1lri01JS weapon. (71) 
&Jd and the will, in their sanction of su.ch creative transformation, maintairL 
the hope and promise of love, in the desire for jlldgment, or in the tel-ms of 
the maker, in the desire for a springtime assertion of epiphartic power. 
Implicitly the instigation to a "rage of. will" turned towards a "furiolJS 
pen" (67) is the result of an inspiration whose origin is clouded in some 
mystery, but inevitably is aligned with a principle beyond the body : "Its 
[the body's] needs conflict with ours. It is not amused by the mt1Se ~ (108). 
The muse is possibly connected with the ego--"Is ego a prick to the muse then 
(109)?"-- a question among many raised concerning the operation of artistic 
inspiration in Part Ele,•en, "On, on." The reflections end on the recollection 
of Philoctetes, his Mrumring soreM ( 1 09L and his favorirtq by the muse 
(perversion, wickedness and defilement are the first r10tes strllCk in "On , on, " 
in the evocations of youthful female innoc:ence and famine in the heart of the 
city [ 107]) . The implication seems to bE> that the muse, th'JS cormected to the 
diseased , to the agonising, offers a way out of the pain and the evil: 
MDeliver me . From evil. This is (10'3)?" This section int.l-o•iu.ces , 
significantly, Beckett and the r10tion of come•iy as an outgrowth and 
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transtormatlon ot tragedy . 
The artistic fruit of these redefinements and changing configurations of 
Smart's fundamental terms of reference is vastly different from any previous 
work, in theme, in language artd in structure . Fo•;ru.es and Rascals has 
abandoned the tightly controlled, echoing and recurring stn.ctural 
characteristics of ~Y. Grand Central , so pertinent to the theme of harmonizing 
and integration. There are, too, surprisingly few legendary, mythical or 
historical allusions; repetitions are minimal ; and metaphor is displaced as 
the 1.1nit of artistic expression. The ready to spring qUiility of the love sor.g 
of ~ GraThj Central is deflated in language of a homey and aphoristic tone : 
But this irLvocation sounds too highfalutin for the times . . . (11) 
Slapdash he is thrown arnortg the muddle, while harasse•j 
apprentic~s jostle the bloody pans . (37) 
. . . a bulldozing over the old cosi ness, crazy culpable 
cosiness (103) 
If you are overwhelmed, you might as well relax in the 
whirlpool . It · s winnir.g. All you C1in learn is ec-.:;tatic 
surrender. (123) 
The structure of parts is not characterized by a pattern of c•pposition arLd 
concenterirtg as in ~y Grand Central, rather there is a wandering and 
meandering quality to thE- te:<t--a leading away from a story firmly and 
cohesi ,,e 1 y deriving from a central source , the narra ti VI? I, for exam:ple . 
There are als•J endless diversions frc•m personal narration into pared story 
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telling 1 rith peripberal characters woYen into tal.es narrated fro. tbe tbird 
person point of riew. Particularly, .fr011 Part Fin onnrds, the narration 
becomes quite diYersified: otber characters are introduced-Darid, ·an 
elderly aal.adjusted sailor· (~) 1 John; seYeral stories are recounted-of 
Doris, a publican's rife, of Bob DeyJ.in's 110urnful saxapbone, of Harry 
Osborne, a forgotten Canadian, aDd of Zena., newly deliYered of ber fourth 
child. !hiP stnJCture is not particularly sequentially connected, altho"Ogh 
thtre is a penasive illpression of 110tion, of ·Fornrd,· -j~ foot, .foot, 
foot • ( 16) . !he titles of tbe parts encourage this notion of direction: 
·signed on for tbe Duration·; ·an, on·; teDdirq tonrd ·pacification. · 
Part line, ·!he Story of our Li.fe, • suggests 1 hofiyer 1 arother :tiDd of 
orderinq 1 a rhythllic 1 tbeaatic pattern •bich illparts a cobereooe to tM 
diyersifications, and tbe narrator relates •bat is an arcbl?typal paradigm for 
tbe 'l'bole and the parts: 
Chapter one they were born. 
Chapter t'I'O tbey ft're bewildered . 
Chapter three : tbey loYed. 
Chapter four tbey suffered. 
Chapter five tbey ft're pacified. 
Chapter six : tMy died. (89-90) 
Thus, surreptitiously, recurrence and echoing enter this last work of 
·concentrated prose . · Tbe e.Uect is one o.t a bringiilq togetber-o.f an 
integration of the dispersed eletaents of the text (in actuality tbe stories 
tbetlsehes are the narrator ' s and Saart's stories persistently recurring) in a 
pattern suggestive of tbl? theMatic concern of the 'l'hole . 
~ and Rascals is Slaart 's co:ooeption o.f art and ot la~~, 
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fonul.ated tota.l.l.J within tbi perspective o! li.fe as !allen, and within a 
~rceind DeceSsitJ for repentance and reparation (e.g. ·uter the l't.r. s.ts 
tlle tone o.f tbi book) . Art and luguage are constrained to .function within 
tbi confines o.f •twntJ Jet.r's hard labour .for a big begetting sin• . .. 
( 122)-of l.i!e deterldned by la.s o.f tlle woab . Art, ~ and Rascals 
illplicitlJ suggests 1 provides tbe fora without which the woeab 110uld over•hela 
all 1 and it does this by gi Ying a bound.UJ, a tae and space to thoS@ years o.f 
doaination; bJ a.f.fixinq those Jet.rS as a state •hich aust be passed through, 
but .for which there is the possibility o.f IIOYnent tonrds a state o! 
•ecstatic surrender· (123). Art is no lonqer Yisionaq, but it is not Jet 
again aiaetic. Art bas not becoMe an expression o! pain 1 but rather a 
trans.fonation of pain, a!Wl in this ftJ is an expression o.f love/passion-a 
vestige o.f the Yisionaq. 
~ ard Rascals con.fi.nls tlle narrator in ller solitude, cocapelled 
thereby to exclude genuine narrative--stoq, character, cliMax-and to reside 
within the stricture o.f the I . In this vein it is to be noted that the 
stories which the I relates .ere only diversionS 8.Dd the only real storJ is 
hers 1 ·But there· s onlJ me. Large as life· ( 1 08) . Yet 1 the narrator knows 
that it is •the non-rae (I] that leads to the ·blessed cross-.fertilisation. 
J'OSt as it is the uniuginability o.f 6od that is 6od. (112), a!Wl that it is 
the .ergirq o.f the I in tlle spiritual universe that ge.onerates li.fe 1 love and 
art . The ideal o.f a not-I 1 juxtaposed to a veq con.tined I 1 highlights the 
tension that creates 8.Dd sustains the strooture o.f tlle work and that orients 
the •hole tonrds li.fe--tonrds pacification: ·s..therirq, gathering the 
bedclothes round their poor dyinq bones. Swet decay . Sweet swet spring• 
(55). 
' 
Pacification 
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liter ~ and Rascals Sllart produced no other COIIpu&ble artistic work. 
'!'be eighties sa• the publication of sa.e DH' poetaS 1 including ·neYen Poeas· 
in 19821 but no short noYellas in the spirit or style of those just exa.i~. 
"Diary of a Blockage" (1979) is the closest approach to an artistic text that 
uists fra. Sat.rt 's later :rears . Tbi.s publication extellds the tendenc:r 
already endent in~ and Rasoals to tbeMtic discussion. Art thus 
becolles lMs a question of praotioe than of saaetbing to talk about : • (BeYer 
lli.nd lh:r--fty naq on about that: lhat is art? eto.) IDr (154). And •bat art 
is said to be both draws and efiaoes t. distillct line between the :roung Saa.rt 
and the elderly. A line is DOW' irrnocal>lf dram diYidi.ng nature fro. art and 
Sod: ·(nature] is not interested in t.rt, God 1 in an:rtbing but keeping the 
body in good workillq order" (136). Pt.Ssion, too, is suspect and is aade to 
.fall on the wrong side--passion towards both the llde loYer and the mother, "I 
n.sn · t going to write about •:r .other--onl:r the passionate relationsbip--
serrinq nature (146)?" Aqe brings on the desire to ·diyest oneself of the 
loYe of created objects" (148); to get "back to •here (one ns) be.fore [the] 
tie-conslBMinq 1 body-battering, et10tion-wracking 1 soul.-stea.linq parenthesis 
began" (144). This is nry tar fro. the a.f.fination of nature and passion of 
By Grand Central 1 "There are ro probleas 1 no sorrows or errors: the:r join in 
the urging sonq that eY@rytbing sings" This is the state of the angels 
(47) 1 and the early notebooks and writing experiHnts. 
A distinct line is e.f.faced between the young SMart and the elderly 
coDCerning Sod's inYohe.ent in art: "I nsn't snu!.fiing around these aatters 
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in tile etrl J days. 1'nl49{" 1 tr'Udge 1 in &Dd out o.t the labyrint:bs o.t peoples 
~nsil>ilities .. .. Better get in toooh with Ilea.Yen again· (!e!nti.e 158) . 
lh&t continues un&.batedlJ 1s t~ COMitaent to God, inspiration and the rill. 
'!'o read the older Saart is to recognize the lmitJ of her writi.Dq within a 
spirit ot. holiness &Dd transceDdence: thus in ·Diarr ot. a Blootage· there is 
reference to ·n.nting to nlk aDd tall with God. aDd black holes 1 
concentrations of powoer, ·able to gi.Ye out IDLY energy· (• eantiMe 133). Tbese 
are the recurrent e~~phases of her writing aDd .feeling: all are echoes of her 
earliest intintions 1 ·Beauty is holJ . . . . It is God· (Secrets 170) . 
lbat recurs through tille is preciselJ the defining iJiportance o.f certain 
tents ot. s.art 's conception ot. art (those that han been identified in this 
stW.J) &Dd Oat Chang~L'S is the basic configurations of those tens. Jrature 1 
loYe/passion, God, inspiration aDd the rill dra• the earlJ to the late within 
the sarae sphere o.f reference . 'l'be changing iligmK>nts dichotoMize tbe first 
&Dd the last around the boundarJ between nature aDd loye/passion, aDd God and 
art. 
Interestingly 1 ~rtain i.Dclinations and intuitions in S.art · s 
theorizations about and practice of art proYide another measure o.f her 
constancy within obvious change and eYolution. 'fMre is a persistent sameness 
oYer ti~ concerning the tension bettreen openness and certainty in ll&ti.I¥;J 1 
·IUMr can rou be certain and ret open and treablinq as a jelly ( · niq a Srne· 
and ·noctage• [meantime 62 and 138])?. ; an enr present distrust of any .fora 
other than a personal account ·Still there· s nothing to tell, except •hat this 
(still) breathing nugget 1 • • • can tell rou. lhtt · s the use o.f preteDdii¥;J you 
tno. .-hat · s going on the other n'Uipts of llit' (m ntille 151 )?. ; and a 
preference for a concentration of stylt' 1 • So, MJM never a play 1 'fl, radio, 
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or stage, only as usual, a dl.Stllled sentence or two, Wlth the plot squashed 
illto pe:nny size" (meantime 140). Especially persistent is her commitment to 
tbe poem, note, and diary, "to raw moments and raw thoughts" and ber distrust 
o.f "the devious method and hidden indirectness of the novel, . . . the short 
story, or a play· (Secrets (201). These preferences and tendencies, expressed 
.from the earliest notebook entries, provided the larger generic .framework 
limiting Smart's experimentation and creation. Her perception was directed 
towards the inner and the personal in a quest .for the source o.f visionary 
power--that power to conjoin art and li.fe. Her constancy in her sul:lject and 
her focus strengthened with time 1 and the I of her creation became poised at a 
point of inclusion and exclusion--of the I and the not-I . 
VI 
Conclusion 
Smart's writings concentrate attention persistently and acutely to the 
boundary ~etween nature and the inter-related configurations of the terms o.f 
aesthetic reference love/passion, God, inspiration and will. This paper has 
revealed a continual shi.fting in that boundary after the dissolution of an 
initial unity and harmonious integration (that distinguished no particular 
delimitation or separation). Progressively nature digressed 1 became enclosed 
within its own principle of governance and at odds with the human and Sod . ~:r 
Grand Central was the first of Smart's works to be created out of this 
opposition and presented the first response to nature's confounding duplicity. 
Each subsequent work newly defined and delimited the opposition and the 
boundary. 
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Tbis chronological un.!olding became insistent in its message: the power 
of nature is pervasive and oppressive-~! cannot bear the lilac tree I'IDW'. 
EYen while I look it goes brown. Be.fore I bave taken the path across the 
.field it will never be summer again,~ laments the narrator o.f ~s and 
Rascals (36). lfature canoot be contained-it ultimately usurps the primal 
sanctity o.f the child/mother/womb (meantime 146L the governing paradigm o.f 
integration in Smart's universe, and coerces love/passion into a time-bound 
recurrence. 
But it was the strength o.f Smart ' s vision, bowever darkly at times 
perceived, to identi.fy nature's principle-to give it a bounding .form and thus 
to counterbalance its .force. By Grand Central was the .first identification 
and revelation o.f the principle of natural salvation: an act o.f naming that 
determined movement simultaneously in two directions--away .from li.fe lived 
within nature and towards God and art. By Grand Central established its 
context simultaneously as separation and control. The act o.f naming released 
art .from its bonding with nature and presented an imperative to artistic 
creation . . By Grand Central responded to the cballenge o.f natural salvation 
(with God as the model and sanctification) with an equally potent visionary 
perception and a contrary principle o.f metamorpbosis. 
In its power, metamorpbosis suggested an alternate understanding o.f 
generation, a principle of generation defined by the human and by art . It 
presented the possibility for the incorporation of the womb into a meaningful 
human recurrence-an act of repetition and a new birth conjoined. This is the 
oblique message of ~Y. Grand Central's narrator in her reproach to her 
faithless lover : 
lU\d also, your son does not step down out of his hammock 
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to be anyone· s scapeqoat, but to collect bis own apple tr.Lth 
his own sin, as his son, too, rill do at the proper tiMe. (78) 
'flle .etuorpbic principle extends the concept of aa.gical. tnnsforution to 
becOH an ill-e000111passinq principle of oreation and relation (it penetrates 
and tnnsforas fmw:lamental sexual iligDMents in a constant .eta110rphic 
~Mra.tion) . 
Tbe wta110rphic perception ns eroded oYer ti-.e-it n.s nenr to be 
repeated in the power of the Toice of By 6rand Centra.l-Uid progressinly fell 
any .froa its central aniaa.ti:ng position. By "Diary of a Blockage" passion 
canrot be stlnged .froa the ru~gi:ng of natural ~nera.tion. 'fhis subai.ssion 
seeiiS to be constituted less, howenr, in a fdlue of rision than in the fact 
of exile. tithout hUMn support, a huaan partner, the .eta110rphic principle 
is denied its power of action in the world (this point cannot be 
undere.pbasized in a consideration of Satrt's eyolring suspicion of and 
antagonis. ton.rds nature and passion) . lfature' s boundary over•helrns all 
where t~ forces of progressiTe society endorse nature's rule and the 
rede~~ption within Yision is outlaftd. 'l'his coaplicity of the natural and 
society determines Tision as exile and da•nation (the transition froa Part 
JH.ne to Part Ten of ~ Grand Central) . 
The turning point of a -.eta110rpbic vision resides in an act of relation: 
nature is brought into aligm~ent tr.l.th loTe/passion in the ~nera.tion of 
wta.orpbic art. This is an act of delilri.tation Uld conj'llDCtion constituted 
in a co:ooept of control, determined by a Yisionary perception. ~ 6rand 
Central represents tbis turninq point: SMart's last writil¥}5 an displaei>d 
frOID tbis centre, they abjure fr011 the act of relation, but t~y do not re~ 
from or subYert the iMplicit insight that nature, and 6od. and art are 
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opposed-that God and art are the only oreati'fe sources in the 'Oni?erse 1 
actualized or not. Her later reflections on the subject 1 exU>nd and fondize 
the 'Onder lying directions of her inspired rision-an.y freta a life lind 
rithin nature and ton.rds God and art. Snrt COIIeS to rest rithin art, rithin 
the passionate spirit •hich one word has for aDOther: and this is once ~~are 
tht repetition of II Grand Central 0 s nsionary co~lusion-nature and art 
poised in tension and opposition--yet 110re starkly, absolutely, irre?ocably 
dnn. Art now attains its !reedoca and independence in a sel1-referentid 
creation which loses its earlier intiaacy rith lo?e/passion and nature-this 
is the state of exile-but •hich bodes proaise in tht IKldel and inspiration of 
Sod 0 s potential redeecai.Dq judgment. 
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